We say a digraph G is hyperhamiltonian if there is a spanning closed walk in G which passes through one vertex exactly twice and all others exactly once. We show the cartesian product Zg x Zb of t w o directed cycles is hyperhamiltonian if and only if there are positive integers m and n with ma + nb = ab + 1 and gcd(m, n) = 1 or 2, We obtain a similar result for the vertex-deleted subdigraphs of Za x Zb.
Proof. Let C be a hyperhamiltonian closed walk in Zg X Z b . Then C decomposes uniquely into a pair of edge-disjoint circuits C1 and Ca with a common vertex. Let (m,, n l ) and (m2, n2) be the knot classes of C1 and C2, respectively. Then (ml + mJa + (nl + n Jb = a b + 1. If C l crosses Cz, then the algebraic intersection number is k 1 , so Â 1 = m\n^ -n,ma = (ml + m& -(n, + n&nz and it follows that gcd(ml + m a , n l + n2) = 1. If Cl does not cross C2, then the intersection number is nzln2 -n\m^ = 0. From this and the fact that m , , n , , m2, n2 are non-negative and gcd(ml, n I ) = 1 = gcd(m2, n2), we obtain mi = m2 and n l = n2. Thus 2mla + 2 n l b = ab + 1 and gcd(2ml,2nl) = 2. renumbering if necessary, we may assume that C l and Ca are the only circuits in the decomposition of H which intersect. We wish to show that Cl and Ca are, in fact, the only circuits in the decomposition of H , so that H is the union of two circuits with a single point of intersection, for then H can obviously be realized as a closed walk with one repeated vertex. To this end, suppose N ? 3. Then, for i 2 3, C, is disjoint from C l and Ca, so knot(Cl) = knot(C,) = knot(C2). Set (r, s) = N -knot(Cl) = xZl knot(C,), Then ra + sb = ab + 1. Proof. The proof of necessity is similar to that in Theorem 1. To prove sufficiency, let Ho be a spanning subdigraph of Zn X Zb with knot(//,,) = (m, n). dent with v), and by inserting two arcs: from v-to vo, and from Q to v + (see Figure 1) . Then H is a spanning subdigraph of Z', X Zt, -{v}. An argument similar to that in Theorem 1 shows H is the union of two circuits with a single point of intersection, namely vo. Thus Z;, x Zt, -{v} is hyperhamiltonian. I We remark that Zj X Z , is a cartesian product of two cycles which is neither hamiltonian, hypohamiltonian nor hyperhamiltonian. Likewise, Z , x 2, -
{(O, O)
} is a vertex-deleted subdigraph of a cartesian product which is not haniiltonian, hypohamiltonian, or hyperhamiltonian.
